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““Tnquest” Doubts. 

- Warren Repor 
z wt REVIEWED LY JOUN BARKHAM 

“INQUEST: The Miia eens and the Est: 
lishment of Truth,’” ward Jay, Epstein. (Ne 
York: Viking Press, 224 pp. $5) . 

hee AMERICAN people accepted the Warren 
mission's Report on the assassination~of-President) 

Kennedy with relief, gvatitude, and virtual unanimity. 
The prestige of the commission and the comprehensiv 
character of its investigation set at rest the many 

_ mors and speculations current st the time, particu 
- those of Europeans who, conditioned by 
-. history, persisted in believing that the 

was an act of conspiracy. ~ 
But bas the Warren Report in race said the last. word on 

mubject?_ That B ‘Lee: Oswald was: the 
clears 

r This new book, first prepare 
ag a master’s thesls at Cornell, 
takes a long, hard, penetrating 
Jools at the work of the com- 

'qnission, the evidence it con. 
= sidered (and did not consider) 

f and the conclusions it reached. 
Fi Its findings are disquieting to Fe 
|. say the least. 

First, a word as to the na- | 
re of Edward Jay Epstein's — 

analysis, It is sensational — 

discharged its ‘assignment, " The 
tone of the hook 13:cool, oben Yt 

- dispassionate.~Its_ 

plus 
4 auther wit, members: ¢ 

f certain of its staff. 
arths IMsturbing Facts 

A number of disturbing facts are brought to light, It is, 

3 not trus, as commonly supposed, the commission spent * 
& | better part of a year” on the inv ition. The inv io 
bs proper, according to Epstein, lasted ‘er ten weeks. oe, 

bers of the commission continued own work and c ; 
sel pursued their inquiries only time. of 

| report assigned to different counsel had to be rewritt 
sometimes over their objections. 

Eut these are minor matters, Epstein’s principal fae 
Js the report itself, particularily one damaging aspect: was 
Oswald conclusively proved to have been the only 

= or was there a second person involved as wey q 

| 
ing photographer, and. 

|| leemeee that one : yen could not have ears 
| the few seconds of the shooting fire 

struck the President and Governor 
Indeed, the film establishes conelusively that fe President 
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sane! the or. did no’ 
this to the fact that one qeiiteess ce 
Oe aioe dete are ae miniow othe 
Deposito: was never questioned 

Oswald An FBE Informer 
alipgetion: Facey 

informer, After v 
formed the FBI of the slate and received 

Edgar 

ths g by the commission’ 
conclusions, a paramount consideration ss 

stb ‘This | ie of ot was ie ee leave: 
01 ae 0! fired. 
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